Glen Sorensen, Jess Mauer, and Seattle Interactive Media Museum Present

FINAL HIERARCHY
The Database of SiMM

Glen and Jess, your journey is about to begin. The people of Hierarchy need you! Our video game library is scattered across the world and we need to combine the 16 Core Elements of Epic Video Game Metadata together into a database for our Library!

Receive New Quest!

1. The King appears at the Forest of Stakeholder Expectations.

King: Your Legendary Chart of Gantt has my blessing and will serve you well! However, before the Epic Library can be built you must unlock the secret of Databases and Web Applications.

Receive +10 Confidence

2. Glen and Jess mine the iSchool at UW for the resources to create the Legendary Chart of Gantt. With it, navigation through the Forest of Stakeholder Expectations is now possible!

Receive +30 Organization

3. Glen and Jess travel to The Waterfall of Latent Knowledge and defeat the dragon guarding the gnome of the Internets. The dragon drops Torch of XAMP which guides our heroes behind the waterfall where they recover the gnome of the Internets.

Gain the skills of PHP and MySQL.

4. Glen and Jess journey back through Forest of Stakeholder Expectations where they hone their database skills. Upon exit they receive a gift from the King.

Gain +25 Database Skills and Receive Gloves of Rapid Prototyping

5. Glen and Jess go to the Anvil of McMenamin and forge the 16 Core Elements of Epic Video Game Metadata into an Epic Database.

Unlock Epic Database!

6. King: Glen and Jess - Your dedication has brought together the 16 Core Elements of Epic Video Game Metadata into one Epic Database. The people of Hierarchy now have their own Epic Video Game Library.

Townspeople: *Cheer!*

7. For More Information Visit TheSiMM.org
   Like SiMM on Facebook
   sorengw@uw.edu
   mauer@uw.edu
   andrew.perti@thesimm.org